In this article we shall prove that the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of a class of unimodular Lie groups having discrete series, when localized at some element of the center, is isomorphic to the tensor product of a Weyl algebra over the ring of Laurent polynomials of one variable and the enveloping aglebra of some reductive algebra. In particular, it will be proved that the Lie algebra of a unimodular solvable Lie group having discrete series satisfies the Gelfand-Kirillov conjecture.
Introduction.
Let G be a real connected Lie group with center Z, & and Z the Lie algebras of G and Z respectively. Let ^* be the linear dual of ^. Then G is said to be an H-group if there exists a linear functional / e ^* such that the co-adjoint orbit of / in 5^* is the hyperplane / + Z L where Z 1 -= {/ e ^* f{Z) = 0} (see Definition 2.1 of [2] ).
In [2] it was proved that a connected Lie group G with center Z is an //-group if and only if G is unimodular and there exists / ê * such that Bi(' 9 •) = /([•,•]) is a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on & J3ϊ.
The class of //-groups plays the key role in the problem of classifying unimodular Lie groups with discrete series. Let us recall that a Lie algebra %? is called an H-algebra if it is the Lie algebra of an //-group. The main results of [1] and [2] may be stated in another form as follows:
A Lie algebra & is the Lie algebra of some connected unimodular Lie group with discrete series iff & may be written as the semi direct product of an H-algebra %? with center 3£ and a reductive Lie algebra S acting trivially on JΓ such that:
• the maximal semisimple subalgebra of S? has a compact Cartan subalgebra.
• the center of ad^(^) is the Lie subalgebra of gl(^) corresponding to a compact torus in GL{β?)
Such an 5? clearly acts in a completely reducible manner on %?. In the following we shall consider a slightly more general situation:
namely & is the semidirect product of an //-algebra %? with center Z and a subalgebra S? acting trivially on Z such that ^ contains an J^-invariant subspace %? complementing Z. Our aim is to determine the enveloping algebra of such a semidirect product and apply this result to compute the characters of discrete series representations later. In the present article we treat only the case dim(JΓ) = 1. Although the case dim(J2~) > 1 is not much different from this, its proof requires one to extend the ground field to an arbitrary field of characteristic 0 and will be treated in another paper.
The main result many be stated as follows: THEOREM 1. Let * § -%f © S? and Z be as above. 1 Then for any ζ φ 0 in Z, the localized ring A = U(β?)ζ is ίsomorphic to a Weyl algebra A n ® k[ζ, C" 1 ], where n = ^dim(β?/Z).
Moreover there exists a Lie algebra homomorphism X \-± ax from S? into A such that [X, u] = [ax ,u], We A. In particular U(£?)ζ is isomorphic to
In fact, the above isomorphism will be described in more detail for later applications (see Theorem 4.3) .
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2.
Notation. N, R, C always stand for the natural integers, the real and complex numbers. Recall that if ^ is a Lie algebra with onedimensional center Z = Rζ, then the localized enveloping algebra U(^)f is defined to be the set of all elements of the form ζ~nu, n e N, u e V{&) with the multiplication: (ζ' n u)(ζ-m υ) = ζ Let τ be the principal anti-automorphism of U(^) so that:
Then it is clear that τ may be extended to an anti-automorphism of U(^) ζ by defining: τ(ζ-n u) = (-l) n ζ~nτ(u). An element u e V(^j ζ is said to be symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) if τ(u) = u (resp. τ(u) = -u). 1 Θ denotes the semidirect product.
Let R be an algebra over R, n e N then the Weyl algebra A n {R) is the algebra over R generated by the set W = {p x , ... , p n , q ι, ... , #"} with relations:
where <5, 7 is the Kronecker symbol. We also say that W is a Gelfand-Kirillov basis of ^4 n (i?). More generally, let A(i?) be any algebra over R then a generating subset W = {/?i,.../?«, <?i, ... , ^} is said to be a Gelfand-Kirίllov basis of A(U) if the mapping: /?/ »-• p , , #/ «-• ^z, 1 <i <n may be extended to an algebra isomorphism between A(R) and A n (R). We often identify A(i?) with A n (R) and p/ with p z , q t with ^ , 1 < / < n .
Let %? n be the (2n + 1)-dimensional Heisenberg algebra with the standard basis ζ, ζi, ηi, 1 < i < n such that the only nonzero Lie brackets among the elements of this basis are:
It is clear that U(^) c is a Weyl algebra over R[C, C" 1 ] withGelfand-Kirillov basis /?,-= ί, , Qi = ζ~ιηi, I < i <n. Let τ be the principal anti-automorphism of V{β%ι)ζ -Then we have:
Φi) = -Pi, τ(ft) = ft, 1 < i < n and Such an anti-automorphism of the Weyl algebra A n = A n ® R[ζ, ζ" 1 ] is also called the principal anti-automorphism of A n .
The nilpotent case.
Let %? = %? n be the Heisenberg algebra with standard basis ζ 9 ξ ι ?, f /, , 1 < / < n as above. Let ^ = Σ/!=i(^i + ϊtyί) Then there is a natural symplectic form on ŵ ith the canonical symplectic basis &, //,, 1 < / < n. The matrix of any X e sp(^) with respect to this basis has the form:
where a x , b^, c x are n x «-real matrices such that b x and c x are symmetric, and ι 2ί X is the transpose of a x . Put
Proof. For 1 < / 0 < n we have:
Similarly, we have:
Hence it follows that:
Finally by using the commutation relations: 
. , X 2n be any basis of <%*. Then there exist a Weyl subalgebra A m of V(&)ζ with Gelfand-Kirillov basis W -{p/, ft 1 < i < m} and a Lie algebra homomorphism χ from β^Q^ onto a Lie subalgebra & of \3{β?)ζ satisfying the following properties:
1
. vφ)ζ can be identified with a subalgebra of U(&)ζ commuting with A m such that
Moreover the restriction of the principal anti-automorphism τ of to \J(3?)ζ coincides with the principal anti-automorphism of the latter\ and:
2. Let %f -χ(%o); then χ induces an isomorphism from J onto %f. Moreover there exists a basis X\, ... , Xm-im of %? such that each X( may be expressed as:
such that the mapping (θ, ψ, ω) *-+ (Gj(θ, ψ 9 co))\<i<2n is an automorphism of the polynomial ring R[θ, ψ, ω] with Jacobian 1.
3. χ is, in fact, an isomorphism from S? onto S? = χ{5^) and the action of <¥ on %f is induced from that of S? on %fal3£. Moreover for each Y eS*', χ(Y) can be expressed as:
where the polynomial Sγ(θ, ψ, ω) is a linear combination of\, ψ, ω with coefficients in R[θ].
Proof. By making a preliminary change of basis if necessary, we may assume that the basis has the form: {η x , ... , η m , X\, ... , Xin-im , ζi> ••• , ζm} where:
• η\, ... , η m is a basis of 3£, • X\, ... , X r is a basis of JVo mod ^, • X r+ \, ... , X2«-2m is a basis of ^o m°d -^o ?
• ξι, ... , ξ m is a basis of Jf mod ^o Moreover it follows from Proposition 3.1 of [2] (see also Proposition 4.2 of [1] ) that ξχ 9 ... ,ξ m may be chosen so that:
Put q x • -ζ~ιηi, 1 < / < m . Now for every iG^oθy there exists a real m x m-matrix S* such that:
7=1
Note that S x =_0_if X e JVQ . Let / be the linear form on ^ such that l(ζ) -1, l{%*) = 0, and let B t be the associated skew-symmetric bilinear form on βf. For X €^QQS^ and 1 < /, j < m we have: Then X -5^ commutes with the qι 's. Moreover for 1 < i < m we have:
It follows that for X, Y € ^o © ^ we have:
On the other hand, by a similar computation as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we see that: Put p\ = ξ\, and for 1 < i < m -1 put
On the other hand for Y e A put z/ ( y )= Σ ^y'T?" (ad ^i )Λ '" (ad N ow by applying successively Lemma 4.7.6 of [5] we see that v is a homomorphism from A onto a subalgebra A of U(&)ζ commuting with the Pi's and qι 's so that Note that it follows also from Lemma 4.7.5 of [5] that v induces an isomorphism from A/^A onto A. On the other hand it follows from 
where ^ , ... , £> 2 «-2m , /i, . , fm e R[q] and a, b, c, d are matrices with coefficients in R[g] of dimension r x r, rx (2n -2mr), m x (2/i -2m -r) and r x m respectively. Moreover since JV is nilpotent, we may choose X[, 1 < / < r so that a is a unipotent matrix and hence det(α) = 1. For an arbitrary basis {X;, 1 < / < r} of ./f o w e c a n πiake a change of basis for {X/} with real matrix coefficients which preserves det(a). Therefore a" 1 is also a matrix with coefficients in R[g]. Hence it follows that the ?/, -'s, Xι 's and ξj 's may be expressed in the form (1) with • GΪ(0, ψ,ω) = θ i9 1 < /< m, • for 1 < / < r, G m+ i{θ, ψ, co) is a linear combination of 1, Ψι, ... , ψ r with coefficients in R[0],
• for 1 < / < 2n -2m -r, G m+r+ί {θ, ψ, ω) -ψ r +i is a linear combination of 1, ^ , ... , ζ^ , ω with coefficients in R[#],
• for 1 < / < m, G2n-m+i{θ 9 Ψ 9 ω ) -ω i * s a linear combination of l,^i,..., ^r with coefficients in R[θ].
Hence it is clear that the polynomial map defined by the G z 's is an automorphism of the polynomial ring R[θ, ^, ω] with Jacobian 1.
Finally (2) follows immediately from the definition of χ and a similar computation as above. Note that X\, ... , X r commute with the qι 's so that 2. For each Y G S? there exists a polynomial aγ(θ, co) which is a polynomial of degree < 2 in ω\ 9 ... , ω n with coefficients in R [θ] such that: On the other hand it follows also from the induction hypothesis that for each Y eS* there exists a polynomial άψ(θ, ώ) which is in fact a polynomial of degree < 2 in ώi, ... , ώ nm with coefficients in R[θ] such that Y ι-> ζάψ(q, C" 1^) is a Lie algebra homomorphism from &* into \]{^)ζ and moreover (6) [ β, θ,ώ,ω) = s γ (θ,F(θ,  ώ) ,ω). Then for 7 = we have Hence
[F, fl] -[ζaγtf,ξl, ζ~ιp, ζ~ιp),ύ] = 0, Vfl
On the other hand since 7 and ζάψ(q, ζ~ιp) commute with 1 < i < m} we have 
= [Ϋ ι ,Ϋ 2 ]-ζά~~β,ζ-ι p) q,ζ ι l = [Y ι ,Y 2 ]-ζa [ γ ι ,γ 2] (q,ζ-ι p)
i.e. FMF-C<3y(ί > C" 1 .?) is a Lie algebra homomorphism which is in fact an isomorphism. Let S*" be the image of <9* by this isomorphism. Then Sf" commutes with \J(^)ζ and hence ") =* ^ ® R[C, Finally (7) implies that
Hence

ι [Yι,Y 2 ]-ζa l γ ι ,γ 1 ](<l,ζ-ι P) = ^ , Y 2 ] -[ζa Yι (q,ζ-ι p), ζaγ 2 (q, ζ~ιp)]
i.e. Let ζ, ξi, ηi, 1 < / < n -m, be the standard Heisenberg basis of , i.e.
[ξi, ι/ 7 ] = ίyζ, l<i,j<n-m.
For \ <i <n-m put
Note that
Hence
On the other hand for all ύ e U{J r )ζ we have i.e. \p i9 u] -0,
[q^ u] = 0, 1 < / < n -m.
In particular W = {/?/, pj, #, , <?/ 1 < / < m, 1 < j < n -m} is a Gelfand-Kirillov basis for \J(^)ζ. Furthermore it is clear that the /?/'s are skew symmetric (resp. the q x r's are symmetric). It follows that for an arbitrary basis Xim+\> > ^2« of ^ complementing t here exist polynomials Fi, 2m + I < i < 2n, of 2n indeterminates Thus by changing slightly the notation we obtain the following (i) for 1 < i < In, F t is in fact a polynomial of deg < 2 in ω with coefficients in R [θ] (ii) the mapping (0, ω) »-> (-F/(0, co))\<i<2 n is an automorphism ofR [θ, ω] with Jacobίan 1;
(iii) X i = ζF i (q,ζ-ip), \<i<2n;
2. for each Y e S? there exists a polynomial aγ(θ, ω) which is in fact of deg < 2 in ω with coefficients in R[θ] such that (a) If J^ is isomorphic to a Heisenberg algebra with center Z then the theorem follows from Proposition 4.1.
(β) Thus assume that JV is not isomorphic to any Heisenberg algebra with center Z but the center of JV is still Z. In this case the proof is carried out exactly as in Theorem 3.3. The only difference is when applying the induction hypothesis we obtain polynomials it is clear that the action of χ(RD 2 x&) on χ{#ξ) = %f § is induced from the action of R£>2 x^7 on ^o. Note that ^o is a Lie subalgebra of A isomorphic to J^/RT/ . Again by some preliminary! change of basis we may assume that X\ = η, Xm = ζ Hence by using an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and the induction hypothesis, we see that there exist a Gelfand-Kirillov basis W\ = {p ι r, qχ\ 2 < i < n} of A with skew-symmetric p\ (resp. sym-metric #/) 2 < i < n, and polynomials Ff 9 2 < i < In -1 of deg < 2 in ώ = (a>2, ... , co n ) with coefficients in R[θ] = R[#2 ? . , θ n ] such that • (0, ώ) ι-> (-F/((9, ώ))2</<2«-i is an automorphism of R[θ, ώ] with Jacobian 1.
Moreover Proof. We can apply the theorem with S? abelian and get where S{S?) is the symmetric algebra of S?. From this it follows that the (skew) field of quotients of U(^) is isomorphic to the (skew) field of quotients of the Weyl algebra A n over the polynomial ring R[Y X ,...,Yt,ζ a ]
where Y 1 , ... , Y t is a basis of.?. D
